
 
 

 
 
“By focusing on Number, you will be led to a Higher Truth and a Powerful Description 
of Nature and Time. Understand Number and Mathematics so you can see the Higher 
Level of how GOD's Creation emanates from what we call Number into Manifestation 
and then into Language and Words.”  –Dr. José Argüelles/Valum Votan 
 
At present, human beings are already aware of some of the underlying 
mathematical patterns in the “material reality” they inhabit. An example of this is 
the sacred geometry that orders the internal structure of biology itself in nature, 
an order on which the entire process of growth and development of biological 
agents is based. This knowledge allows us to expand our awareness of both the 
individual and collective existential factors, as these patterns show us that behind 
or within the processes of life, there is a “higher intelligence” that organizes 
everything in the cosmos. Thanks to the Law of Time, we can expand this 
consciousness to levels never seen before, as its entire system is based on and 
intrinsically related to this higher intelligence or God. 
 
One of the most curious revelations, numerologically speaking, that Dr. José 
Argüelles/Valum Votan has shared with us, is related to the number 19, which links 
the Koran with the Law of Time. Since both the Book of the Koran and the Law of 
Time have a common numerical language, the links between them can be found. The 
key numbers in the Qur'an are 19 and 7, which are also key numbers in the Law of 
Time and other teachings. The Qur’an was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad over 
a period of 23 years (rings), interestingly Muhammad was a contemporary of Pacal 
Votan. 
 
The Quran contains 114 Suras (19 x 6, Kin 19 is written 19.6) and the number of 
Ayahs is 6346 [6+3+4+6=19], which is 19×334. Few know that the Quran is a 
book clearly structured around this key number, around which the letters, words, 
phrases, Ayahs, and the Suras or chapters revolve. 
 
There are numerous documents to explore and many threads of knowledge to follow, 
all interconnected so that the mathematical origins of the Qur'an can be known in 
this life. Initially, Valum Votan had already defined the 0-19 coding for the Solar Seals 
in his book The Mayan Factor. Mother Tynetta Muhammad, while in Egypt in August 
1987, received a pamphlet on Harmonic Convergence and went to meditate in the 
Great Pyramid. Shortly after, she discovered The Mayan Factor and became intrigued 
by the code 0-19. This was why Mother Tynetta, wife of the Honorable Elijah 
Muhammad, who taught that Islam is mathematical, sought out Votan to show him 
the research that had been done by Rashad Khalifa, the person who discovered that 
the number 19 was in charge of the internal structure of the Quran. 
 
 

AGENCY:21 “THE CODE 19 IN THE 441 MATRIX”



 
 
This code was integrated and defined by Valum Votan in the “pure” Diagonal 19 
within the Harmonic Module, specifically in the Tzolkin Matrix, which goes from Kin 
19 to Kin 247 (19x13). 
 
Something key about this diagonal is that its 11th step is coded by Kin 209, the same 
Galactic Signature that coded the Ring NS1.19 when the Matrix Code 441 was 
revealed to Valum Votan on Moon 7: once again 19 and 7!!! Kin 209 will always 
encode Ring number 19 in the 52-Ring cycle of the NS account. Notably, also in 
the NS1.23 Ring  (Year 2010/2011), in the 23rd Harmonic and on 03/23/2011, was 
when he transcended this plane and Pakal Votan was born… Pakal Votan's Birth Ring 
is Kin 209, which encodes -NS27.19 (602/603 BC), and his Solar Return (birth day) is 
241 of the Ring, which encodes UMB 19 (63 Matrix), the same Heptad Gate through 
which Jose Arguelles left his three-dimensional form. 
 
The Matrix 441 allows us to incorporate multiple numbers into it, and even the 
structure itself has defined a diagonal that goes from V19 to H19, containing 19 units. 
Here is where the astonishment comes again: this diagonal starts in UMB 59 and ends 
in 23. The Quran was revealed during 23 rings, 23 is the cycle of sunspots, and 23 is 
the last multiple of 19 within 441. The sum of these digits (5+9+2+3=19) kept 
confirming this connection. Placing the 23 units/multiples in the 441, we see that we 
have units in all circuits. It is also synchronous that 59 as Kin is written 19.7. 
 
Once the diagonal is drawn and the multiples are incorporated, we see that we have 
3 units in this diagonal, multiples of 7, 9, and 23: 133, 171, and its central point, the 
UMB 437, the 1st Station of the Ark in the Holomental Perceiver; there is Abraham, 
Archetype Messenger of the progenitor of UR. Now let us add 4+3+7=14. The 14th 
Sura, called “Abraham,” contains 52 Ayahs - 52: Sirius Code in the Law of Time. 
 
Note also that in the 21 Layers of Intergalactic Consciousness of the Universal Cube, 
both Kin 59 and Kin 23 complete the Planes of the World Changer and the Dreamer. 
Both Planes occupy the 3rd position of the Universal Cube, seeing it in ascent and 
descent. Kin 59 encodes the unit 8379 which is 441x19. This unit also contains the 
synodic cycle of Jupiter 399x21; UMB 399 encodes the Hyperparton KUM, which is 
also a 19x21 cycle and is even written in vigesimal notation 19.19. It seems that there 
is still much to be explored... 
 
There is also an interesting point that occurs in this Matrix, and that is that in the first 
9 units, its reading follows a vertical sequence (Galactic Maya) and the rest follows a 
horizontal sequence from right to left like the Arabic script or the Syriac alphabet. In 
the Synchronometer of the Ring 1.37, in the new Tollan Matrix - see page 15 - the 
H19/V1 coordinates encode Kin 19, which for us is another synchronous code that 
confirms that the 19x19 Diagonal in the 441 Base Matrix has much more information. 
 
 
 



 

  
 

In this map are placed the 23 units of the multiples of 19                                                        
(19 x 23 = 437 being 23 units in total) 

(4+3+7+2+3=19) Just the UMB where Diagonal 19 ends. 
The diagonal itself contains 3 units of the 19, 19x7 = 133 - 19x9= 171 - 19x23= 437 

There are units in all circuits. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
These were "some of the prophets whom Allah has blessed from among the 
descendants of Adam, and from those whom We took with Noah in the Ark, and 
from the descendants of Abraham and Israel, and from those whom We guided and 
chose rightly." Every time the revelations of the Compassionate One were recited 
to them, they fell prostrate weeping. –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––Sura 19:58 

 
 

This initial Report is part of an ongoing Investigation. Agent:M (Mertxe Zuza, Kin 
259) and Agent:K (Kin 209) / Base·Ü Galactic Research from 13Lunas.NET 

 
New 13Lunas.NET physical Synchronometer NS1.37 available on our website: 

www.13lunas.net 
 

 
More information about the number 19: 

https://esislam.com/especial-ramadan-ii-el-milagro-numerico-del-coran-19-
lo-guardan/ 

José Argüelles:  
www.13lunas.net/biblioteca/Pacal_Votan_y_el_Dia_del_Juicio.pdf 

 
https://1320frequencyshift.com/2015/02/25/mother-tynetta-muhammad-

and-the-19-code/ 
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Diagonal 19x19: Starts at UMB 59 /Ends UMB 23

The Green Circles mark the 23 multiples of 19

    Follow the Blue Spiral to Follow the Sequence of 23 Multiples
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